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I developed this reading to remind you of who you are at the deepest level. These
are gifts which are innately yours, inherited by blood and Spirit. They have been
passed down for eternity, part of your Core and Source … part of who and what you
are. You have many diverse layers to who you are and it is imperative that you
practice expressing these various characteristics with the confidence and
centeredness which only comes from a powerful inner knowing. It is time to
remember who you are and choose to live authentically, always—in all ways!
Use the following to remember, reconnect, clarify and inspire you to
effective action on your own behalf. You deserve to nurture your own potential!
This is a *10* Card Reading that always includes additional insights
from the top & bottom of the deck (Above/Below). Occasionally, cards will jump out
and insist on being part of your evolution at this time and are always very poignant.

*Note: As you work with the Goddess Knowledge Cards, patterns begin to
emerge and very often you end up with certain Goddesses who show up repeatedly.
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Remembering Who You Were Born to Be
Featuring

*

The Goddess Knowledge Cards

You (Now)

Your innate gifts that you have likely mastered and which are automatic now.
Sometimes gives clues as to what might be leaving your life at this time.

Mother
Your innate gifts that you have likely mastered and recognize their value.
Sometimes gives clues as to where you are in your life at this time.

Grandmother
Your innate gifts that perhaps come and go but are completely natural when they are
expressed. Practice them more consistently and more often from now on. Sometimes
this position gives clues as to what is about to come in to your life more fully.

Great Grandmother
This placement is just a Higher octave beyond the Grandmother.
More innate gifts that you should practice more consciously.

The Source (of All) - Your Next Level
This is the energy you are likely to master next.
Expect Miracles ~ Seize Opportunities!

What Is Reborn In You
This is the level beyond ALL— where your potential lies.
These are innate gifts which you will have to be dedicated & consistent
to master and express fully but are totally part of who you are.

Your Initiation

- Accessing the Goddess Within This is your Highest Potential at this time. Access it and remember
who you are and what you are here to do with your life-force energy.

Additional Insight
This card *jumped* out & insisted on being heard. This is the energy within you that
will no longer be suppressed. This Goddess is *offering* her guidance & gifts.

Above * Additional Insight

This represents additional gifts and talents that are obvious,
on the surface and ready to be fully realized & expressed.

Below *Additional Insight
This represents additional gifts and talents that are
being seeded & cultivated below the surface.

You (Now)
Your innate gifts that you have likely mastered and which
are automatic now. Sometimes gives clues as to
what might be leaving your life at this time.

* Kaltes *
Kaltes is a moon goddess venerated by the Ugric peoples of
western Siberia. A shape-shifter, she is shown here manifested as a
hare, an animal sacred to her. This appearance shows her lunar
nature, for the hare is a lunar creature; many cultures, when
looking at the moon, see the outline of the hare, who lives in the
moon. The hare is often seen as an intermediary between lunar
deities and humans, so the appearance of Kaltes in this form
indicates her accessibility to her people. Kaltes is known as a
fertility goddess and a goddess of rejuvenation. She is called upon
by women in childbirth, for she is especially venerated as a
promoter of the beginning of the life cycle. Although she is
somewhat feared because she can determine people’s destinies,
she is mostly revered for her gentle wisdom & is a compassionate
guide to the mysteries of life.

Mother
Your innate gifts that you have likely mastered and
recognize their value. Sometimes gives clues as to
where you are in your life at this time.

* Flora *
Flora, “flourishing one”, was the Roman goddess of
flowers, gardens, and spring. She is the embodiment of
all nature; her name has come to represent all plant life.
She is especially a goddess of flowers, including the flowers
of youth. Her festival of unrestrained pleasure, the Floralia, was
celebrated at the end of April and beginning of May; this festival
was probably the origin of the maypole dance and the gathering of
bouquets of flowers, symbolizing the bringing of spring and new
life into the world. She gives charm to youth, aroma to wine,
sweetness to honey, and fragrance to blossoms. Flora teaches us to
honor growing things, both inside & outside us. She is a reminder
to pay attention to pleasure, to the beauty of spring, and to new
life, wherever it is found.

Grandmother
Your innate gifts that perhaps come and go but are
completely natural when they are expressed. Practice them
more consistently and more often from now on.
Sometimes this position gives clues as to what is
about to come in to your life more fully.

* Thetis *
Thetis is a Greek sea goddess who represents fertility. She is a
creator goddess, for all life begins in the sea, and she is usually
portrayed as a Nereid (sea nymph): a beautiful, young semidivine
goddess fond of dancing and singing. She helped raise the artisan
god Hephaestus and once provided sanctuary for Dionysus. Thetis
is particularly known as a shape-shifter: when Peleus desired to
marry her, she transformed herself into fire, water, a lion, and a
serpent in order to escape him. As the personification of calm
waters, Thetis is responsible for providing a peaceful sea. She is
that center of peace and calm that is always available, even in the
midst of changing forms. She is a goddess who enjoys life’s
pleasures.

Great Grandmother
This placement is just a Higher octave beyond the Grandmother.
More innate gifts that you should practice more consciously.

* High Priestess *
The priestess is the direct representative of the goddess on earth.
She has direct responsibility for functions that ensure fertility and
ongoing creation. Priestesses often were responsible for ensuring
rain, for the goddess was the giver of dew and of rain. They often
tended a sacred flame, the embodiment of the creative spark of
life. The High Priestess is the Great Goddess herself, a universal
figure found in such diverse guises as Isis in Egypt, Kuan Yin
throughout all of Asia, Athena in Greece, and Rhiannon among the
Celts. This goddess is all-knowing and all-wise; she creates life
out of herself and bestows life-giving waters. At the proper time
she takes life away so that the divine spark in each person may be
freed to continue on its journey. The High Priestess is a reminder
of the innate wisdom in each of us. She demands that we connect
to the divine spark within and manifest it in the world.

The Source (of All)
Your Next Level
This is the energy you are likely to master next.
Expect Miracles ~ Seize Opportunities!

* Rhiannon *
Rhiannon is the Great Goddess as worshiped by the Welsh. She is
an embodiment of life, death, and rebirth, for in her realm there is
no death without regeneration. Her name derives from Rigantona,
which means “great queen”. A shape-shifter, she can assume any
form she wants; she often appears as a white horse. She is a muse
goddess and is accompanied by three sweetly singing birds who
can revive the dead or put the living to sleep. The source of the
king’s power derived from Rhiannon, the queen, and a candidate
for kinghood met Rhiannon dressed as a stag, a regal figure
symbolic of rejuvenation, beauty, strength, and instinctual
masculine energy. In alter myth she appears a Nimue or as Vivien,
the Lady of the Lake. Rhiannon is a beautiful queen of the night, a
reminder of the close balance between death and rebirth. She
demands that we honor our instinctual and animal selves as a
source of creativity, abundance, and order.

What Is Reborn In You
This is the level beyond ALL— where your potential lies.
These are innate gifts which you will have to be
dedicated & consistent to master and express fully
but are totally part of who you are.

* Changing Woman *
Changing Woman is perhaps the most revered of deities among the
Native Americans of the southwestern United States. She is a
wholly benevolent figure, for it is Changing Woman who gives the
people their abundance and who provides the teachings that allow
them to live in harmony with all things. In the initiation ceremony
of Navajo women, the initiate takes in the power of Changing
Woman so that she might learn the values of love, hospitality, and
generosity and know that she herself is a source of food and
harmony. Changing Woman received her name because she can
change at will from a baby to a girl to a young woman to an old
woman and then back again. Very much alive today, she is a
tremendously nourishing goddess who teaches the wisdom of
nature and the cycles of birth and death.

Your Initiation

- Accessing the Goddess Within This is your Highest Potential at this time.
Access it and remember who you are and what
you are here to do with your life-force energy.

* Hel *
Hel is the Norse queen of the underworld, a mother goddess in her
underworld guise. She rules over a fiery womb of regeneration and
is especially responsible for those who die of disease or old age.
Her underworld, unlike the Christian hell, which received its name
from her, is simply an otherworld, a place of renewal rather than a
place of punishment and misery. When northern shamans visit her
realm, they put on a helkappe, a magic mask (sometimes a helmet)
that renders them invisible. It is possible that the masked
harlequin, a standard character in commedia dell’arte, was
originally one of the kindred of the goddess Hel. Hel is an
embodiment of the divine mystery, a challenge to look behind the
mask of appearances to see things as they really are.

Additional Insight
This card *jumped* out & insisted on being heard.
This is the energy within you that will no longer be suppressed.
This Goddess is *offering* her guidance & gifts.

Bonus * Lilith *
Lilith is a Middle Eastern goddess of abundance & fertility, the
giver of agriculture to humans. The first woman created and the
first wife of Adam, she refused to be subordinate to Adam in any
way. Lilith is associated with the owl, a figure of darkness and
deep wisdom, for she is also a goddess of death & transformation.
She is sometimes represented as a demonic figure, for her dark
wisdom and her sexual energy can be very threatening. She is
known to appear as a frightening figure in dreams. Lilith is often
associated with the lotus, and the symbolism of that flower tells us
much about her. The lotus, an exquisite flower that grows out of
dark, rank, decaying earth, represents spiritual unfolding and the
blossoming of the heart of wisdom. Like the lotus, Lilith can
challenge us to look upon our dark side and incorporate it into our
wholeness so that our great beauty can blossom forth.

Additional Insight
This represents additional gifts and talents that are obvious,
on the surface and ready to be fully realized and expressed.

*Above* Artemis
Artemis, the archaic mistress of animals, probably dates back to
Paleolithic times. Her realm is the wilderness, and her concern
extends to all wild, untamed things. She presides over the hunt and
is the goddess of hunters. Fiercely individualistic and independent,
she remains apart from relationship to men. Despite her fierceness
she is addressed as a healing and soothing goddess. Protector of
births, she alleviates the suffering of women in childbirth. She is
also responsible for the initiation of young girls. Artemis is a
wonderful symbol of female independence. She reminds us of the
value of solitude and the importance of wild, unprotected places.
She shows us those frightening places that bring healing even
through fear.

Additional Insight
This represents additional gifts and talents that are
being seeded and cultivated below the surface.

*Below* Eagle Woman
Despite the fact that the life-giving and death-wielding Bird
Goddess is one of the oldest representations of the goddess, eagles
have usually been linked with the masculine, with a few
exceptions (the Sphinx of Egypt had the wings of an eagle, and the
Aztec goddess Gihuacoatl was also called Eagle Woman). This
Eagle Woman shows a new marriage of the feminine and the
eagle. She represents all an eagle stands for: spirit, valor, majesty,
renewal, accuracy of sight, spiritual aim, and the ability to soar to
the heights. She also holds in her hands a vessel, the traditional
symbol for the feminine, for that which receives, contains, and
nourishes. Here both sets of values are joined, emblematic of a
different combination of strengths that are part of being womanborn. Eagle Woman is a joyful affirmation of our ability to break
out of millennia-old stereotypes and find a new definition that
embraces the entire continuum of being alive. She teaches that
women can express the qualities of the eagle while continuing to
contain and nurture.

